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about us

u locally owned and based at Tonsley Innovation District

u supporting Adelaide becoming carbon neutral by reducing transport 
emissions and developing transport technology

u our vision is to offer a modern mobility service by applying and 
integrating proven technologies on a user friendly platform

u a bespoke car service is core to delivering an experience that can be a 
substitute to private car ownership and has been our priority

u adding transport modes, smart charging, autonomy are next steps



eco-friendly car service



eco-friendly car service

u electric car chauffer service successfully established

u consistent high quality service with professional chauffeurs in Teslas

u bottled water, wifi, spotify, ipad, rapid mobile device charging

u tours, airport, corporate and government transfers

u vehicle range expanded to offer more affordable services too

u added plug-in and hybrid vehicles with same service lebut lower cost

u software being implemented with mobile booking application

u provides a sophisticated mobile booking app and portal for bookings



eco-friendly car service

u Launched by the Environment Minister

u Actively investing in the promotion of green 
and electric car technology in Adelaide

u myCar.green recently featured on Brand South 
Australia news and at Hybrid-World Adelaide

u See our new video …

u Join the conversation: @mycar green, 
@mycarlux
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modern software

u myCar is the only Australian car service to use the world’s 
most advanced taxi dispatch system and is investing in it

u new software, including a mobile app and booking portal, 
allows passengers to choose their preferred type of 
vehicle and their favourite driver

u easy-to-use, efficient, flexible pay options including 
payment within the vehicle and by cab-charge

u policy enforcement controls (e.g vehicle type and time of 
use), detailed reporting and monitoring



modern software



partners



An enterprise software 
developer with over 100 
developers across London and 
Russia. Haulmont’s enterprise 
IT systems are currently used 
by over 100 companies from 
multinationals to SMEs.

Software
The world’s leading electric 
car manufacturer, delivering 
zero emissions without 
compromise. In 2012 Tesla 
launched the world’s first 
premium electric sedan, and 
has >50,000 vehicles on the 
road worldwide.

Vehciles

partners

Smart charging and 
vehicle-to-home trials 

Inspired by successful trials in 
Holland. Involves exporting 
electricity from car batteries 
to power households.

Research



Adelaide in the future
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